Samurai Women 1184 1877 Warrior Band 151
Eventually, you will categorically discover a other experience and success by
spending more cash. still when? complete you undertake that you require to get
those all needs past having significantly cash? Why dont you try to get
something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to
comprehend even more approximately the globe, experience, some places,
following history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your completely own time to accomplish reviewing habit. in the course of
guides you could enjoy now is samurai women 1184 1877 warrior band 151 below.

Pirate of the Far East Stephen Turnbull 2012-01-20 Feared throughout the Far
East, Japanese pirates were likened to 'black demons' and 'flood dragons'. For
centuries relations between Japan, Korea and China were carried out through a
bizarre trinity of war, trade and piracy. The piracy, which combined the other
elements in a violent blend of free enterprise, is the subject of this original
and exciting book. Stephen Turnbull vividly recreates the pirates' daily lives,
from legitimate whaling and fishing trips to violent raids. He explores the
bases and castles used by the pirates and uses eyewitness accounts and original
artwork to give stunning descriptions of a vicious and brutal life.
The Ottoman Empire 1326–1699 Stephen Turnbull 2014-06-06 The Ottoman Empire and
its conflicts provide one of the longest continuous narratives in military
history. Its rulers were never overthrown by a foreign power and no usurper
succeeded in taking the throne. At its height under the reign of Suleiman the
Magnificent, the Empire became the most powerful state in the world - a multinational, multilingual empire that stretched from Vienna to the upper Arab
peninsula. With Suleiman's death began the gradual decline to the Treaty of
Karlowitz in 1699 in which the Ottoman Empire lost much of its European
territory. This volume covers the main campaigns and the part played by such
elite troops as the Janissaries and the Sipahis, as well as exploring the
social and economic impact of the conquests.
History of the Fan George Woolliscroft Rhead 1910
The Hussite Wars 1419–36 Stephen Turnbull 2004-05-25 In 1415, the judicial
murder of the religious reformer Jan Hus sparked a major uprising in Bohemia.
His death led within a few years to the 'Hussite' revolution against the
monarchy, the German aristocracy and the Church establishment. For two decades
the largely peasant Hussite armies successfully defied a series of
international 'crusades'; they owed many of their victories to the charismatic
general Jan Zizka, and his novel tactical methods based on the use of 'war
wagons'. This remarkable episode in medieval warfare is remembered not only as
the Czech national epic, but as an important forerunner to the wars of the
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Reformation the following century.
The Tale of Genji John T. Carpenter 2019-03-04 With its vivid descriptions of
courtly society, gardens, and architecture in early eleventh-century Japan, The
Tale of Genji—recognized as the world’s first novel—has captivated audiences
around the globe and inspired artistic traditions for one thousand years. Its
female author, Murasaki Shikibu, was a diarist, a renowned poet, and, as a
tutor to the young empress, the ultimate palace insider; her monumental work of
fiction offers entry into an elaborate, mysterious world of court romance,
political intrigue, elite customs, and religious life. This handsomely designed
and illustrated book explores the outstanding art associated with Genji through
in-depth essays and discussions of more than one hundred works. The Tale of
Genji has influenced all forms of Japanese artistic expression, from intimately
scaled albums to boldly designed hanging scrolls and screen paintings, lacquer
boxes, incense burners, games, palanquins for transporting young brides to
their new homes, and even contemporary manga. The authors, both art historians
and Genji scholars, discuss the tale’s transmission and reception over the
centuries; illuminate its place within the history of Japanese literature and
calligraphy; highlight its key episodes and characters; and explore its wideranging influence on Japanese culture, design, and aesthetics into the modern
era. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 14.0px Verdana}
Japanese Castles 1540–1640 Stephen Turnbull 2011-03-15 The landscape of 16thand
17th-century Japan was dominated by the graceful and imposing castles
constructed by the powerful 'daimyo' of the period. In this the most turbulent
era in Japanese history, these militarily sophisticated structures provided
strongholds for the consolidation and control of territory, and inevitably they
became the focus for many of the great sieges of Japanese history: Nagashino
(1575), Kitanosho (1583), Odawara (1590), Fushimi (1600), Osaka (1615) and Hara
(1638), the last of the battles that brought an end to a period of intense
civil war. This title traces their development from the earliest timber
stockades to the immense structures that dominated the great centres of Osaka
and Edo.
Knights at Court Aldo D. Scaglione 1991-01-01 "The first comprehensive history
of courtliness and chivalry in their literary and cultural contexts."--Robert
Grudin, University of Oregon "The first comprehensive history of courtliness
and chivalry in their literary and cultural contexts."--Robert Grudin,
University of Oregon
A Handbook of Modern Japan Ernest Wilson Clement 1903
Samurai Mitsuo Kure 2014-11-25 Samurai: An Illustrated History brings the
violent, tumultuous, and, at the same time, elegant world of the medieval
Japanese samurai to life. This book of Japanese history traces the story of a
unique historical phenomenon: a period of 700 years—equivalent to the entire
stretch of Western history between the reigns of the Crusader king Richard the
Lionhearted and of Queen Victoria at the height of the British Empire—during
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which an enclosed civilization was dominated by a single warrior caste. The
historical narrative of samurai history is supported by explanations of samurai
armor, weapons, fortifications, tactics, and customs, and illustrated with
nearly 800 fascinating color photographs, maps, and sketches, including ancient
scroll paintings and surviving suits of armor preserved for centuries in
Japanese shrines. From the 12th to the 19th centuries the history of Japan was
effectively the history of the samurai—the class of professional fighting men.
At first they were no more than lowly soldiery employed by the court
aristocracy of Kyoto, but the growing power of the provincial warrior clans
soon enabled them to brush aside the executive power of the imperial court and
to form their own parallel military government. Though individual dynasties
came and went in cycles of vigor and decadence, the dominance of the samurai as
a class proved uniquely resilient.
Women Warriors Pamela D. Toler 2019-02-26 Who says women don’t go to war? From
Vikings and African queens to cross-dressing military doctors and WWII Russian
fighter pilots, these are the stories of women for whom battle was not a
metaphor. The woman warrior is always cast as an anomaly—Joan of Arc, not GI
Jane. But women, it turns out, have always gone to war. In this fascinating and
lively world history, Pamela Toler not only introduces us to women who took up
arms, she also shows why they did it and what happened when they stepped out of
their traditional female roles to take on other identities. These are the
stories of women who fought because they wanted to, because they had to, or
because they could. Among the warriors you’ll meet are: * Tomyris, ruler of the
Massagetae, who killed Cyrus the Great of Persia when he sought to invade her
lands * The West African ruler Amina of Hausa, who led her warriors in a
campaign of territorial expansion for more than 30 years * Boudica, who led the
Celtic tribes of Britain into a massive rebellion against the Roman Empire to
avenge the rapes of her daughters * The Trung sisters, Trung Trac and Trung
Nhi, who led an untrained army of 80,000 troops to drive the Chinese empire out
of Vietnam * The Joshigun, a group of 30 combat-trained Japanese women who
fought against the forces of the Meiji emperor in the late 19th century *
Lakshmi Bai, Rani of Jhansi, who was regarded as the “bravest and best”
military leader in the 1857 Indian Mutiny against British rule * Maria
Bochkareva, who commanded Russia’s first all-female battalion—the First Women’s
Battalion of Death—during WWII * Buffalo Calf Road Woman, the Cheyenne warrior
who knocked General Custer off his horse at the Battle of Little Bighorn *
Juana Azurduy de Padilla, a mestiza warrior who fought in at least 16 major
battles against colonizers of Latin America and who is a national hero in
Bolivia and Argentina today * And many more spanning from ancient times through
the 20th century. By considering the ways in which their presence has been
erased from history, Toler reveals that women have always fought—not in spite
of being women but because they are women.
Japanese Warrior Monks AD 949–1603 Stephen Turnbull 2012-06-20 From the 10th to
the mid-17th century, religious organisations played an important part in the
social, political and military life in Japan. Known as sohei ('monk warriors')
or yamabushi ('mountain warriors'), the warrior monks were anything but
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peaceful and meditative, and were a formidable enemy, armed with their
distinctive, long-bladed naginata. The fortified cathedrals of the Ikko-ikki
rivalled Samurai castles, and withstood long sieges. This title follows the
daily life, training, motivation and combat experiences of the warrior monks
from their first mention in AD 949 through to their suppression by the
Shogunate in the years following the Sengoku-jidai period.
Remembering the Kanji 3 James W. Heisig 2008-01-01 Volume 2 (4th ed.) updated
to include the 196 kanja approved in 2010 for general use.
The History of Nations 1916
The Maker of Modern Japan A L Sadler 2014-04-16 Tokugawa Ieyasu founded a
dynasty of rulers, organized a system of government and set in train the reorientation of the religion of Japan so that he would take the premier place in
it. Calm, capable and entirely fearless, Ieyasu deliberately brought the
opposition to a head and crushed in a decisive battle, after which he made
himself Shogun, despite not being from the Minamoto clan. He organized the
Japanese legal and educational systems and encouraged trade with Europe
(playing off the Protestant powers of Holland and England against Catholic
Spain and Portugal). This book remains one of the few volumes on Tokugawa
Ieyasu which draws on more material from Japanese sources than quotations from
the European documents from his era and is therefore much more accurate and
thorough in its examination of the life and legacy of one of the greatest
Shoguns.
French Foreign Légionnaire 1890–1914 Martin Windrow 2011-08-20 As France
emerged from the Franco-Prussian War she embarked on a period of active
colonialism, acquiring territories in South-East Asia and Africa. By the turn
of the century much of north, west and central Africa was under French control.
In order to police all of these territories, the French needed an army and so
the French Foreign Legion was born. In this book, world-renowned Legion expert
Martin Windrow analyses what it would have been like to be a member of the
French Foreign Legion and how the experience, equipment, tactics and training
of the Legion developed in the 80 years between their foundation and the
outbreak of the First World War. He investigates their glory years in North
Africa and Indochina, and draws extensively on memoirs from two British
legionnaires, peppering the text with extraordinary first-hand accounts of the
French Foreign Legion.
Katana Stephen Turnbull 2011-01-01 The Samurai sword of Japan is probably the
finest edged weapon ever made. This volume by leading Samurai expert Stephen
Turnbull reveals the story of how and why it achieved this distinction.
Particular attention is paid to the development of the familiar curved blade
from the original straight blades, the associated development of Japan's famous
steel-making techniques and the challenges from contemporary warfare. Together
with the technical details of forging, polishing, mounting and testing; this
volume is brought to life with details of the great swordmakers themselves.
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Moreover, no history of the sword would be complete without a detailed
examination of its use in combat, from the greatest Samurai armies to
individual duels and revenge killings. Personal accounts allow the reader to
discover the art of Japanese swordsmanship in the hands of masters such as
Miyamoto Musashi to the unnamed Japanese warrior defending his family's honour.
This lively text is perfectly complemented by artwork reconstructions of the
sword in use and colour photographs of the swords in use.
War in Japan 1467–1615 Stephen Turnbull 2014-06-06 In 1467 the Onin War ushered
in a period of unrivalled conflict and rivalry in Japan that came to be called
the Age of Warring States or Sengoku Jidai. In this book Stephen Turnbull
offers a masterly exposition of the Sengoku Jidai, detailing the factors that
led to Japan's disintegration into warring states after more than a century of
peace; the years of fighting that followed; and the period of gradual fusion
when the daimyo (great names) strove to reunite Japan under a new Shogun. Peace
returned to Japan with the end of the Osaka War in 1615, but only at the end of
the most violent, turbulent and cruel period in Japanese history.
Ninja AD 1460–1650 Stephen Turnbull 2012-08-20 The Ninja were the secret agents
and assassins of feudal Japan and they remain a subject of enduring
fascination. They first emerged during the power struggles of 9th and 10th
century Japan, in response to the increasing demand for spies, informants and
even assassins, and they were used until the mid-1600s when they disappeared on
account of a campaign to destroy them. This title provides an accurate and
detailed account of the reality of the Ninja, detailing their daily life,
training, hiring, combat use and secret operations; also covered are the
Ninja's use and knowledge of poisons, medicines and charms.
Samurai vs Ashigaru Stephen Turnbull 2019-11-28 During the 16th century, Japan
underwent a military revolution, characterized by the deployment of large
armies, the introduction of firearms and an eventual shift towards fighting on
foot. This study encapsulates these great changes through an exploration of the
experience on the ground at three key battles, Uedahara (1548), Mikata ga Hara
(1573) and Nagashino (1575), in which two very different types of warrior were
pitted against each other. On one side were samurai, the elite aristocratic
knights whose status was proclaimed by the possession and use of a horse. On
the other side were the foot soldiers known as ashigaru, lower-class warriors
who were initially attendants to the samurai but who joined the armies in
increasing numbers, attracted by loot and glory. These two types of warrior
battled for dominance across the period, changing and adapting their tactics as
time went on. In this title, the development of the conflicts between samurai
and ashigaru is explored across three key battles, where highly trained elite
mounted samurai of the Takeda clan faced ashigaru at very different stages in
their development. The profound and irreversible changes that took place as the
conflicts progressed are analysed in detail, culminating in the eventual
incorporation of the ashigaru as the lowest ranks of the samurai class in
within the standing army of Tokugawa Japan.
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The Samurai Invasion of Korea 1592–98 Stephen Turnbull 2012-11-20 Stephen
Turnbull, a renowned expert on the history of Japan, examines the samurai
invasion of Korea, the first step in an ambitious Japanese plan to conquer
China. Examining the various stages of the war, from the pitched battles of the
early war years, to the great naval encounters, the dramatic sieges and the
bitter trench warfare that characterized the end of the war, Turnbull provides
a concise analysis of the conflict. Highly illustrated with contemporary
photographs, full colour battlescene artwork, detailed maps and bird's-eye
views, this is a concise history of a unique and exciting campaign, which not
only involved huge numbers of men, differing terrain and tactics but was also
the only time that the legendary samurai were pitched against a foreign nation.
Samurai Warfare Stephen R. Turnbull 1997 A look at Samurai warfare and specific
battles in which it was applied.
The Historians' History of the World Henry Smith Williams 1907
Mapping Global Theatre Histories Mark Pizzato 2019-05-02 This textbook provides
a global, chronological mapping of significant areas of theatre, sketched from
its deepest history in the evolution of our brain's 'inner theatre' to ancient,
medieval, modern, and postmodern developments. It considers prehistoric cave
art and built temples, African trance dances, ancient Egyptian and MiddleEastern ritual dramas, Greek and Roman theatres, Asian dance-dramas and
puppetry, medieval European performances, global indigenous rituals, early
modern to postmodern Euro-American developments, worldwide postcolonial
theatres, and the hyper-theatricality of today's mass and social media.
Timelines and numbered paragraphs form an overall outline with distilled
details of what students can learn, encouraging further explorations online and
in the library. Questions suggest how students might reflect on present
parallels, making their own maps of global theatre histories, regarding geopolitical theatrics in the media, our performances in everyday life, and the
theatres inside our brains.
The Bioarchaeology of Violence Debra L. Martin 2013-10-01 "The tragedies of
violence have seldom been told with such a compelling use of the biocultural
perspective. Building on a solid methodological foundation, we are served
theoretical perspectives that are unusually rich and nuanced in their
application to the case studies. This collection of case studies is a valuable
contribution to the bioarchaeological literature."--George Armelagos, Emory
University Human violence is an inescapable aspect of our society and culture.
As the archaeological record clearly shows, this has always been true. What is
its origin? What role does it play in shaping our behavior? How do ritual acts
and cultural sanctions make violence acceptable? These and other questions are
addressed by the contributors to "The Bioarchaeology of Violence." Organized
thematically, the volume opens by laying the groundwork for new theoretical
approaches that move beyond interpretation; it then examines case studies from
small-scale conflict to warfare to ritualized violence. Experts on a wide range
of ancient societies highlight the meaning and motivation of past uses of
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violence, revealing how violence often plays an important role in maintaining
and suppressing the challenges to the status quo, and how it is frequently a
performance meant to be witnessed by others. The interesting and nuanced
insights offered in this volume explore both the costs and the benefits of
violence throughout human prehistory. Debra L. Martin, Lincy professor of
anthropology at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, is coeditor of "Troubled
Times: Violence and Warfare in the Past." Ryan P. Harrod is assistant professor
of anthropology at the University of Alaska, Anchorage. Ventura R. Perez is
associate professor of anthropology at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
and editor-in-chief of the online journal "Landscapes of Violence."
The Teeth and Claws of the Buddha Mikael S. Adolphson 2007-02-28 Japan’s
monastic warriors have fared poorly in comparison to the samurai, both in terms
of historical reputation and representations in popular culture. Often maligned
and criticized for their involvement in politics and other secular matters,
they have been seen as figures separate from the larger military class.
However, as Mikael Adolphson reveals in his comprehensive and authoritative
examination of the social origins of the monastic forces, political conditions,
and warfare practices of the Heian (794–1185) and Kamakura (1185–1333) eras,
these "monk-warriors"(sôhei) were in reality inseparable from the warrior
class. Their negative image, Adolphson argues, is a construct that grew out of
artistic sources critical of the established temples from the fourteenth
century on. In deconstructing the sôhei image and looking for clues as to the
characteristics, role, and meaning of the monastic forces, The Teeth and Claws
of the Buddha highlights the importance of historical circumstances; it also
points to the fallacies of allowing later, especially modern, notions of
religion to exert undue influence on interpretations of the past. It further
suggests that, rather than constituting a separate category of violence,
religious violence needs to be understood in its political, social, military,
and ideological contexts.
Early Samurai AD 200–1500 Anthony J Bryant 2013-01-20 War played a central part
in the history of Japan. Warring clans controlled much of the country. The wars
were usually about land, the struggle for control of which eventually gave rise
to perhaps the most formidable warriors of all time: the Samurai. Ancient Yayoi
warriors developed weapons, armour and a code during the ensuing centuries that
became the centrepiece for the Japanese Samurai. Anthony Bryant chronicles the
history, arms and armour of these truly élite warriors, from the rise of the
Yayoi through the Genpei War between the Minamoto and Taira clans to the Mongol
invasions of the 13th century.
Sekigahara 1600 Anthony J Bryant 2013-01-20 Sekigahara was the most decisive
battle in Japanese history. Fought against the ritualised and colourful
backdrop of Samurai life, it was the culmination of a long-standing power
struggle between Tokugawa Ieyasu and Hashiba Hideyoshi, two of the most
powerful men in Japan. Armies of the two sides met on the plain of Sekigahara
on 21 October 1600, in thick fog and deep mud. By the end of the day 40,000
heads had been taken and Ieyasu was master of Japan. Within three years the
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Emperor would grant him the title he sought – Shogun. This title describes the
campaign leading up to this great battle and examines Sekigahara, including the
forces and personalities of the two major sides and that of the turncoat
Kobayakawa Hideaki.
Art of the Samurai Kazutoshi Harada 2009 "This extensively illustrated
catalogue is published in conjunction with the first comprehensive exhibition
devoted to the arts of the samurai, including the finest examples of swords the spirit of the samurai - as well as sword mountings and fittings, armor and
helmets, saddles, textiles, and paintings. The works in the catalogue, drawn
from public and private collections in Japan, include 34 officially designated
National Treasures and 64 Important Cultural Properties, the largest number
ever to be shown together at one time. Dating from the 5th to the early 20th
century, these majestic objects offer a complete picture of samurai culture and
its unique blend of the martial and the refined." "Many of the greatest
Japanese swordsmiths are represented in this volume, from early masters such as
Yasuie (12th century) and Tomomitsu (14th century) to the Edo-period smiths
Nagasone Kotetsu and Kiyomaro. The blades by these and other masters, cherished
as much for their beauty as for their cutting efficiency, were equipped with
elaborate hilts and scabbards prized for their exquisite craftsmanship and fine
materials such as silk, rayskin, gold, lacquer, and certain alloys unique to
Japan. Japanese armor is also fully surveyed, from the rarest iron armor of the
Kofun period (5th century) to the inventive ceremonial helmets made toward the
end of the age of the samurai." --Book Jacket.
The Mongol Invasions of Japan 1274 and 1281 Stephen Turnbull 2013-01-20 From
his seat in Xanadu, the great Mongol Emperor of China, Kubla Khan, had long
plotted an invasion of Japan. However, it was only with the acquisition of
Korea, that the Khan gained the maritime resources necessary for such a major
amphibious operation. Written by expert Stephen Turnbull, this book tells the
story of the two Mongol invasions of Japan against the noble Samurai. Using
detailed maps, illustrations, and newly commissioned artwork, Turnbull charts
the history of these great campaigns, which included numerous bloody raids on
the Japanese islands, and ended with the famous kami kaze, the divine wind,
that destroyed the Mongol fleet and would live in the Japanese consciousness
and shape their military thinking for centuries to come.
Intra-Asian Trade and the World Market A.J.H. Latham 2006-04-18 1. China's
overseas trade policy and its historical results : 1522-1840 / Shi Zhihong -2. The golden age of Japanese copper : the intra-Asian copper trade of the
Dutch East India Company / Ryuto Shimada -- 3. Inter-Asian competition in the
fur market in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries / Chikashi Takahashi -4. The Japanese acquisition of maritime technology from the United Kingdom /
Masami Kita -- 5. Inter-Asian competition in the world silk market : 1859-1929
/ Shinsuke Kaneko -- 6. Inter-Asian competition in the sugar market, 1890-1939
/ Takashi Kume -- 7. Rival merchants : the Korean market in the late nineteenth
century / Sooyoon Lee -- 8. Tan Kim Ching and Siam 'garden rice' : the rice
trade between Siam and Singapore in the late nineteenth century / Toshiyuki
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Miyata -- 9. The Rangoon gazette and inter-Asian competition in the intra-Asian
rice trade, 1920-41 / A.J.H. Latham -- 10. Japanese competition in the Congo
Basin in the 1930s / Katsuhiko Kitagawa -- 11. Shifting patterns of
multilateral settlements in the Asia-Pacific regions in the 1930s / Masafumi
Yomoda -- 12. Inter-Asian competition for the British market in cotton textiles
: the political economy of Anglo-Asian cartels, c. 1932-60 / David Clayton -13. An edible oil for the world : Malaysian and Indonesian competition in the
palm oil trade, 1945-2000 / Susan Martin.
The Dominant Ideology Thesis (RLE Social Theory) Bryan S. Turner 2014-09-15 As
a radical critique of theoretical sociological orthodoxy, The Dominant Ideology
Thesis has generated controversy since first publication. It has also been
widely accepted, however, as a major critical appraisal of one central
theoretical concern within modern Marxism and an important contribution to the
current debate about the functions of ideology in social life.
A History of Japan Kenneth Henshall 2012-04-17 A history of Japan from ancient
times to today explores Japan's impact on the modern world and examines its
unique past and culture to explain its achievements and responses to world
events.
African Samurai Thomas Lockley 2019-04-30 Warrior. Samurai. Legend. “A
readable, compassionate account of an extraordinary life.” —The Washington Post
The remarkable life of history’s first foreign-born samurai, and his
astonishing journey from Northeast Africa to the heights of Japanese society.
When Yasuke arrived in Japan in the late 1500s, he had already traveled much of
the known world. Kidnapped as a child, he had ended up a servant and bodyguard
to the head of the Jesuits in Asia, with whom he traversed India and China
learning multiple languages as he went. His arrival in Kyoto, however,
literally caused a riot. Most Japanese people had never seen an African man
before, and many of them saw him as the embodiment of the black-skinned (in
local tradition) Buddha. Among those who were drawn to his presence was Lord
Nobunaga, head of the most powerful clan in Japan, who made Yasuke a samurai in
his court. Soon, he was learning the traditions of Japan’s martial arts and
ascending the upper echelons of Japanese society. In the four hundred years
since, Yasuke has been known in Japan largely as a legendary, perhaps mythical
figure. Now African Samurai presents the never-before-told biography of this
unique figure of the sixteenth century, one whose travels between countries,
cultures and classes offers a new perspective on race in world history and a
vivid portrait of life in medieval Japan.
Buddhism and Medicine in Japan Katja Triplett 2019-11-18 This book demonstrates
the close link between medicine and Buddhism in early and medieval Japan. It
may seem difficult to think of Japanese Buddhism as being linked to the realm
of medical practices since religious healing is usually thought to be
restricted to prayers for divine intervention. There is a surprising lack of
scholarship regarding medicinal practices in Japanese Buddhism although an
overwhelming amount of primary sources proves otherwise. A careful re-reading
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of well-known materials from a study-of-religions perspective, together with in
some cases a first-time exploration of manuscripts and prints, opens new views
on an understudied field. The book presents a topical survey and comprises
chapters on treating sight-related diseases, women’s health, plant-based
materica medica and medicinal gardens, and finally horse medicine to include
veterinary knowledge. Terminological problems faced in working on this material
– such as ‘religious’ or ‘magical healing’ as opposed to ‘secular medicine’ –
are assessed. The book suggests focusing more on the plural nature of the
Japanese healing system as encountered in the primary sources and reconsidering
the use of categories from the European intellectual tradition.
Samurai Women 1184–1877 Stephen Turnbull 2012-01-20 From when the Empress
Jingo-kogo led an invasion of Korea while pregnant with the future Emperor
Ojin, tales of female Japanese warriors have emerged from Japan's rich history.
Using material that has never been translated into English before, this book
presents the story of Japan's female warriors for the first time, revealing the
role of the women of the samurai class in all their many manifestations,
investigating their weapons, equipment, roles, training and belief systems.
Crucially, as well as describing the women who were warriors in their own
right, like Hauri Tsuruhime and the women of Aizu, this book also looks at
occasions when women became the power behind the throne, ruling and warring
through the men around them.
Creators of Mathematical and Computational Sciences Ravi P Agarwal 2014-11-11
The book records the essential discoveries of mathematical and computational
scientists in chronological order, following the birth of ideas on the basis of
prior ideas ad infinitum. The authors document the winding path of mathematical
scholarship throughout history, and most importantly, the thought process of
each individual that resulted in the mastery of their subject. The book
implicitly addresses the nature and character of every scientist as one tries
to understand their visible actions in both adverse and congenial environments.
The authors hope that this will enable the reader to understand their mode of
thinking, and perhaps even to emulate their virtues in life.
The Gempei War 1180–85 Stephen Turnbull 2016-07-28 Internationally renowned
samurai expert Dr Stephen Turnbull delves into a pivotal era of Japanese
history in this highly illustrated account of The Gempei War a conflict that
defined the age and the ethos of the samurai. Never before had there been a
large-scale clash between two rival samurai families, the Taira and the
Minamoto, and never again would the result of a war in Japan be quite so
dramatic. Fought to gain control over the emperor it would end with imperial
power being totally eclipsed in favour of the military might of the samurai
class and the establishment of the position of Shogun – Japan's military
dictator. Turnbull examines the events of the five-year long conflict,
revealing the changes that the war inflicted on Japanese culture and the
establishment of many of the traditions of the samurai.
Hatamoto Stephen Turnbull 2012-06-20 Each great samurai warlord, or daimyo, had
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a division of troops known as the Hatamoto, 'those who stand under the flag'.
The Hatamoto included the personal bodyguards, the senior generals, the
standard bearers and colour-guard, the couriers, and the other samurai under
the warlord's personal command. Apart from bodyguard and other duties in
immediate attendance on the daimyo, both horse and foot guards often played
crucial roles in battle. Their intervention could turn defeat into victory, and
their collapse meant certain defeat. As favoured warriors under the warlord's
eye, members of the bodyguards could hope for promotion, and a few even rose to
be daimyo themselves. All the three great leaders of the 16 and 17th centuries
– including Oda, Hideyoshi and Tokugawa – had their own elite corps. Such
troops were naturally distinguished by dazzling apparel and heraldry, with
banners both carried and attached to the back of the armour, all of which will
be detailed in an array of colour artwork specially created for this
publication.
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Anarchist Seeds Beneath the Snow David Goodway 2006-01-01 From William Morris
to Oscar Wilde to George Orwell left-libertarian thought has long been an
important but neglected part of British cultural and political history. This
work seeks to recover that indigenous anarchist tradition. It argues that a
recovered anarchist tradition could be a touchstone for contemporary political
radicals.
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